View photos from Alumni events organized by Charles University

**Charles University Garden Party 2019**
This year’s Garden Party and the closing ceremony of the academic year took place in sunny weather on June 18th in the Wallenstein Garden. The event was opened by the President of the Chamber Mr. Jaroslav Kubera, prof. MUDr. Tomáš Zima, DrSc. and prof. RNDr. Václav Hampl, DrSc. Afterwards, Mgr. Václav Bartuška and Mgr. Martin Klíma, student leaders from the year 1989, commemorated the 30th anniversary of the Velvet Revolution. Visitors could also enjoy the musical performance of Jan Smigmátor and Swinging Q.

**Lifelong Learning Day & Alumni Festival 2019**
This event presented lifelong learning courses offered at all 17 Charles University faculties, including also seminars of the University of the Third Age. Furthermore, visitors had a chance to meet with the writer Kateřina Tučková and the television presenter Daniel Stach, or to take part in a series of lectures as well as practical hands-on demonstrations from various study fields.

**St. Stephen’s Gathering 2018**
The traditional meeting of Charles University alumni and employees took place in the beautiful premises of the Strahov Monastery. Prof. PhDr. Ing. Jan Royt, Ph.D, Vice-Rector for Projects and Publishing at CU, spoke about the decoration and architecture of the Strahov Monastery.

**Charles University Garden Party 2017**
Traditional event of the university took place on 21st June in the gardens of the Czech Senate under the auspices of senator Václav Hampl. Speeches to the members of the Alumni club, university and faculty representatives and other guests were held by the 1st vice-president of the Senate Miluše Horská, rector Tomáš Zima, emeritus rector Ivan Wilhelm and well-known alumni of Faculty of Social Sciences, TV-host Václav Moravec. We believe that you enjoyed this sunny evening as much as we did!

**Life-long learning Day & Alumni festival 2017**
Also this year we organized Life-long learning Day & Alumni festival 2017 at the historical premises of Carolinum. All the generations had the opportunity to find out about various courses of life-long learning and university of third millenium presented by all the faculties and other departments of the university. What's more, Alumni of the year 1967 had the opportunity to enjoy the graduation ceremony again after 50 years! We would like to thank you for the participation and we hope you enjoyed the day at Carolinum with your family and friends!
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